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INTERPRETATION OF THE STRUCTURE

OF THE PANTANO BEDS IN THE

NORTHERN TUCSON BASIN

by

M. ABUAJAMIEH

ABS TRAC T

A gravimetric survey has proved its usefulness

in the Tucson Basin in locating important structural

features, their geometric shapes and extensions. Inter-

pretation was made possible through the correlation of

available geologic and hydrologic data from water well

logs and water table contour maps. Geophysical logs

from a recently drilled test well in North Tucson have

been interpreted and have confirmed the existence of

another promising aquifer, namely, the deformed gravel

which underlies the upper basin -fill aquifer. In most

cases, it is apparently separated by a thin aquiclude of

clay which results in artesian condition in the lower

aquifer.

Gravity interpretation discloses the presence of

buried channels that may be of importance to groundwater

vi].
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exploration. The buried high basement ridges or faulted

blocks as interpreted from gravity data add more infor-

mation to the understanding of the hydrologic behavior

of the basin.

Deep drilling of test wells, such as the one

drilled recently on Orange Grove Road, will be a useful

check to the structures interpreted from gravity data.

Geophysical logs of bore holes are of utmost importance

in correlation of lithologic units and structures in

addition to the hydrologic interpretation that is pos-

sible from these logs

The Pantano beds as described here are not prom-

ising for new groundwater sources that may be used for

domestic needs due to the very low permeability and the

expected poor quality of the water.

Still more information is necessary to deter-

mine clear answers to many problems related to the

geology and hydrology of this basin.



INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem:

The geology of the Tucson basin has become an

important subject to the hydrologist in exploring for

new areas of water supply, to meet the increasing demand

of the City of Tucson for water. The only source of

water utilized by the city has been the upper five hun-

dred feet of basin fill sediments. But the continuous

withdrawal of the water saturating these sediments

exceeds the annual recharge by rain and has resulted in

a decline of the water table in the basin. This decline

reveals the inhomogeneity and the influence of structure

on the groundwater movement.

Another effect of dewatering of the basin sedi-

ments is the disturbance of the natural balance among

the different lithologic units in the basin. Dewatering

causes an increase in the effective pressure acting

between soil particles (W0 L. Lacy, 1964). This accel-

erates consolidation and compaction of the dewatered

sediment resulting in a general subsidence, earth fis-

sures and foundation failures. New sources of ground-

water are to be explored in this study, and the

1
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factors controlling groundwater movement are to be under-

stood by a study of the geologic structure and the lith-

ology of the basin material. Lithologic and structural

information are available from well logs and hydrologic

data. But these are mostly limited to the shallow zone

(Basin- fill), thus a gravity survey was conducted in an

attempt to add more information about the structure and

the nature of the deeper formations.

Location:

The Northern Tucson basin lies between the

Catalina Mountains on the north, the Rincon Mountains on

the east, and the Tucson Mountains on the west. The

total basin area is about 460 square miles and the area

studied is about 1$0 square miles. The ground eleva-

tion ranges from 2260 feet to 3000 feet above sealevel.

Drainage pattern and the regional slope are generally to

the northwest. This correlates with a general direction

of groundwater movement.

Previous Work:

Early studies were made by G. E. P. Smith in

1910 and 1932, Moor and others (1941), and Turner 1943.

Schwalen and Shaw have studied the hydrology of the

basin. They compiled the available drillers' logs and
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complete records of the water levels in wells and water

table maps and published a report in 1957 on the hydrol-

ogy and geology of the basin.

Kidwai (1957), Maddox (1960), Streitz (1962) and

Garaus (1965) have written theses based on correlations

of well logs and observed hydrologic data. The Rillito

Creek Hydrologic Committee of The University of Arizona

and the U. S. Geological Survey (1959) have made hydrol-

ogic studies (occurrence of water).

As to the subsurface geology of the basin, the

approach followed by Coulson (1950), Voelger, Blissen-

back (l95Ì) and Brennan (1957) was a study of the geol-

ogy of the areas around the basin which provides the

information about the subsurface.

Bhuyan (1965) made a north -south gravity profile

and interpreted the basement configuration on Wilmot

Road. This thesis is also a part of the gravity program

of The University of Arizona which started in March 1964.
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COLLECTION OF DATA

Well data and water table maps have been collec-

ted from the Agricultural Engineering Department at The

University of Arizona and from the U. S. Geological

Survey files at The University of Arizona. Part of the

gravity data was obtained from G. Ch. Bhuyan's M.S.

Thesis, and from F. W. Fenzel. Geophysical well logs

were obtained from the U. S. Geological Survey through

Dr. J. S. Sumner for City Test Well No. 1.

Field Work:

Reconnaissance field work in the basin and vis-

its to wells under construction was done in the summer

of 1964. A detailed gravity survey started in January

1965 and was completed in February 1966. A LaCoste and

Romberg gravity meter Model G49 on loan to The Univer-

sity from the Army Map Service was used. The accuracy

of this meter is ± 0.01 mgals., and the drift correc-

tion did not exceed ± 0.09 mgals per day. Readings

were taken on a half mile grid mostly on street inter-

sections. A few stations were taken at a quarter of a

mile because of available accurate elevations for these

stations.

5
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Accuracy of Readings:

The dial reading is within an accuracy of 0.1 to

0.15 scale divisions which corresponds to (0.105 and

0.16) milligals. Some of the previous stations of

Bhuyan and Fenzel were reoccupied and the deviation did

not exceed 0.3 milligals except where elevation control

is not accurately determined. Another reason for the above

deviation is that Bhuyan and Fenzel used the Wordon (Edu-

-cator) gravity meter while all the present survey was done

by the LaCoste and Romberg which is considered more accur-

ate.

Density Measurements:

Five samples were collected from the Pantano for-

mation outcrops as shown on the map. The wet and dry

densities were determined in the geophysical laboratory.

Porosity was also calculated. A vertical density pro-

file in a deep well (City Test Well No. 1), located in

section 3, T135, R13E, was provided by R. W. Davis where

he measured density of core samples. This is shown as

a plot on the geophysical log diagrams.

A density of 2.2k is probably a good assumption

to the average density of the upper sedimentary mater-

ial in the basin. Parts of the vertical density pro-

files show smoother sectors at this value.
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TABLE OF DENSITIES (PANTANO BEDS)

Sample
No.

Lithology

la Tightly cemented conglomerate.
The pebbles consist of andesite,
quartzite with small percentage
of gneiss. The cement is a
hard reddish brown clay.

lb Tightly cemented coarse sand-
stone with small disconnected cav- 2.505
ities. It has the same lithologic
composition as la.

Density Porosity
(Dry)

in gm/cc. in jo

2.4. 2.16

4.06

2 Conglomerate; reddish brown of
similar lithology as above but 2.478 6.0$7
poorly sorted.

3a Siltstone; reddish brown, tightly
cemented. 2.45 3.157

3b Claystone; hard, gray with traces 2.392 4.75
of pyrite.

4a Conglomerate; reddish brown; the
pebbles are gneiss and andesite.
The cement is red clay.

4b Quartzite sandstone; coarse. The
sand is rhyolite and gneiss.

2.36

2.50

5a Conglomerate. The pebbles are
well rounded gneiss and the
cement is yellowish red clay.

2.34

5.7

10.3

6.15

A vertical density profile from measurements of

cores of City Test Well No. 1 is shown on page 41 where

dry and wet densities are plotted. This vertical den-

sity profile was made as well as the averaging of the

geophysical logs by R. W. Davis.



'REDUCTION OF GRAVITY DATA

The observed dial readings of the meter were con-

verted into three simple Bouguer anomaly values using

a Fortran Program written by W. Sauck for the IBM 1101

of the Systems Engineering Department of The University

of Arizona. A copy of this program and its output is

enclosed in the pocket. The data are executed as fol-

lows:

1. Drift correction: this was done by using a

drift card with two base station dial readings and the

times of the two readings, respectively.

2. Conversion of the corrected delta dial read-

ing into delta milligals by multiplying the former by

the dial factor (1.01735)

3. The simple Bouguer correction which combines

the free -air effect and the attraction of material

between sea level and the station (Bouguer infinite

slab):

tion,

The correction is based on the following rela-

2gh

R
- 2uyh = (0.094.-12.?? ) h

= -0.05996, --0.0634 and -0.06597 milligals per
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foot of elevation for the three density values used, 2.2,

2.4 and 2.67 gmicd.

The terrain correction was neglected, justified by

the fact that the maximum variation of terrain correction

calculated later does not exceed 0.19 milligals within

the area surveyed. It is expected to be much lower than

that for most of the stations as this value is for a

station close to the mountains (U. S. Magnetic Observa-

tory).

4. Latitude correction: The distances north ( +)

or south ( -) of the datum (Speedway) are punched on the

station data card. The correction factor is obtained

from the international gravity formula as follows:

where

g
g - go (1+ a sin2* - b sin220

go = 978,049

a -= 5.2884 x 10-3

b _ 5. 9 x 10-6

R = 3958 miles

Neglecting b, then g = go (1 + a sin2*)

Differentiation of this equation gives

g g 97$.049 xRai 5.28$1+ x 10-3 sin2*ôn R

= 1.306$ sin 2 mg/mile

or 2.23 x 10-4 mg/ft.
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Using Nettletonts tables, the sea level gravity of

the datum = 979516.0 milligals.

The theoretical gravity values are given in the

output according to the following relations:

theoretical gravity = theoretical sea level base

line gravity + latitude correction + simple

Bouguer correction.



GENERAL GEOLOGY

Geologic History:

According to Fenneman, 1931, the Tucson basin

was developed throughout the Cenozoic Era when south-

eastern Arizona was relatively unstable. Faulting and

uplifting in the early Tertiary resulted in the devel-

opment of basin and range by mid Tertiary time. Erosion

and deposition since then with continued crustal response

have modified these basins. During this time (Miocene)

the Pantano beds were deposited.

The tilting and faulting of the Pantano beds and

the presence of volcanic material suggest a subsequent

uplift and volcanism. It is believed that this move-

ment is still continuing intermittently (Wilson, 1959)

and minor block faulting probably took place in the

Pleistocene and Recent.

Rock Units:

Basement Complex: The basement complex is

dated as Pre-Tertiary. It forms the floors of the basin

and crop out on the surrounding mountains and consists

of banded granitic gneiss, granite, and sedimentary

11
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rocks. The basement complex has been the source of

material filling the basin. The density of the complex

varies from 2.6 to 2.$ grams per cubic centimeter (Bhuyan,

1965).

The topography of the basin floor is highly irre-

gular. Ridges, fault blocks and dikes are characteristic

of this basin. The shape and relative depths of the base-

ment are reflected on the regional gravity profiles.

Both steep and gently sloping pediment are shown on the

profiles. High ridges or horst blocks which show resid-

ual gravity values have been correlated on a plan map

(Plate 11).

The depth of the basement from the ground sur-

face is of the order of 9,000-10,000 feet in the area of

maximum negative anomaly ( -125 mgal.), near the inter-

section of Rosemont Boulevard and Fifth Street.

Pantano Beds (Lower Miocene -Upper Oligocene):

The Pantano beds include the Rillito formation of Voel-

ger (1953) since they are equivalent to the Pantano

(Bhuyan, 1965 ).%

The Pantano beds crop out in the Catalina Foot-

hills north of Rillito Creek and on the southeastern

part of the basin. They consist of up to 9,000 feet of

firmly cemented conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone,
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clay stone and fragments of Paleozoic limestone. The

average density of these sediments is about 2.4 gm/cm3,

as shown on the density table (Page 7). Only few deep

wells have penetrated the upper part of these beds. A

recently drilled well (City Test Well No. 1) which is

located in Sec. 31 T13S, R13E, shows 4$ per cent of the

core (902' -912') as volcanic fragments and 17 per cent

quartzite and 23 per cent granite. The geophysical logs

showed that the Pantano section in this well ($30'-

1$00') can be divided into four sub -units as follows:

1. From $30 -1000 feet, this section is marked

on the sonic log with a velocity increase from 9000 to

9500 feet per second downward. This change is inter-

preted as corresponding to about 7 per cent decrease in

porosity.

The same sub -unit is recorded on the resistivity

log by an increase in apparent resistivity from 10 to

13 ohm- meters. This is interpreted as a decrease in

permeability. At this change, the cutting analysis shows

a high percentage of clay and silt (60 %).

2. From 1000 -1200 feet, it consists mostly of

coarse sand and gravel. The sonic log showed a gradual

increase of velocity from 9500 ft/sec. at 1000 feet to

9750 ft/sec. at 1200 feet, and the resistivity log
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indicated a sharp break by an increase in resistivity

from 13 to 15 ohm -meters.

3. From 1200 -1400 or 1550 feet, this sub --unit

is separated from the top sub -unit by about 30 feet of

silt and clay. The sonic velocity increases to 1$50

feet per second at this break and gradually decreases

to 10,000 feet per second at the bottom of the well,

thus the average sonic velocity of this sub -unit is

taken as 10,300 ft /sec. and the porosity decreases from

sub -unit 2 to sub -unit 3 by about 4 per cent. The

resistivity log shows a change at 1500 feet where it

increases from 15 to 20 ohm -meters.

4. From 1400 or 1550 to 1800, this sub -unit is

marked by an apparent resistivity of about 20 ohm- meters.

The sonic velocity gradually decreases from 10,850 to

10,000 ft /sec. at the bottom of the well. This sub-

unit is believed to be more porous than the overlying

sub -unit. The high porosity is confirmed by the rela-

tively large difference between wet and dry densities,

but it may be less permeable as the resistivity is high.

It is concluded that this sub -unit may consist of tightly

cemented conglomerates.

The upper boundary of the Pantano beds is

believed to be an erosion surface characterized by deep
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(100 feet) channels that represent the old drainage pat-

tern as interpreted from the gravity residuals shown on

Plates 9 and 10.

The Deformed Gravel (Late Miocene or Early Plio-

cene): The unit is believed to exist as unconformably

overlying the Pantano beds. It has an average thickness

of about 500 feet. This unit is lithologically similar

to the deformed gravel beds of the Safford Basin as

described by Cooley and Davidson, and it is the same

formation identified by F. Pashly as Rillito III

(F. Pashly personal communication). Here the deformed

gravel has been recognized in the form of buried chan-

nels of low density material which gives anomalies of

-2.0 milligals. Also the City Test Well No. 1 confirms

the presence of this formation between 360 to $30 feet.

The lithology of the unit ranges vertically from

fine sand, silt and clay to coarse sand and gravel. It

has an average sonic velocity of about 7500 feet per

second. It is interpreted as corresponding to a 28 per

cent porosity which is much higher than the porosity in

the upper Pantano (17.7 per cent) . The vertical per-

meability at 400 feet is 1$ g d ft2 (fróm core analysis).

The gravel consists of gneiss, volcanic and quartzite

pebbles.
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The resistivity log clearly shows the top and bot-

tom with an average resistivity of 10 ohm -meters, which

is less than the resistivity of the overlying basin fill

material, (20 ohms -meter) and also less than the upper

Pantano ( >10); i.e., it has the lowest resistivity. This

is partially due to the high permeability and relatively

higher dissolved solids in the water compared with the

basin fill. The deformed gravel is probably an impor-

tant aquifer especially the buried channels where higher

permeability and better water quality are expected.

As to the origin of this gravel, an uplift of

the mountain masses surrounding the basin or a deepening

of the basin itself, in response to deposition, is

assumed. Transportation of coarse fragments and boul-

ders was possible by the resulting increase in the grav-

itation component due to an increase in slope.

Upper Basin -Fill Sediments (Pleistocene to Recent):

includes the upper 400 -700 feet of the sediments in the

basin and the lateral equivalents along the margins of

the mountains (alluvial fans), and the material under-

lying the channels and flood plains of existing streams

(Inner -valley fill).

Information on this unit is more complete than

any other unit because of the numerous water wells that
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have been drilled in the basin to meet the increasing

demand for water by the city. Well data enable the con-

struction of the detailed geologic cross sections (Plates

I through 6). Unfortunately, not all the well data

(drillers' logs) are reliable for the interpretation, due

to an uncertainty in understanding drillers' terminology.

A useful check to these terms is the available hydrologic

data.

Gently sloping hydraulic gradients indicate the

predominance of sand and gravel rather than clay. Also

high or low specific capacities of wells are indicative

of the sandy or clayey and silty mixture of the forma-

tion. But a careful examination of some steep hydraulic

gradients such as the one on East Broadway (Pantano Road

and Broadway), which shows a drop of 80 feet in the

water table within half a mile horizontal distance,

(there is another such gradient on the eastern part of

Golf Links Road)- these and some other gradients are

interpreted as being due to dikes or high basement

ridges that partially disconnected the aquifer. Pres-

ence of such structures is confirmed by the relatively

high gravity anomalies in the above -mentioned localities.

Lithology of the Upper Basin -Fill: The upper

basin -fill consists of a mixture of poorly consolidated
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sands, clays, silt and gravel composed mainly of gneiss.

The sands and gravels of this unit are the main source

of water for the city. It forms a water -table aquifer

that has yielded water since the basin became inhabited

by man. Even before that, the water table was at higher

levels to support a thick vegetation of Phreatophytes

(J. G. Ferris personal communication).

Alluvial Fans:

In the foot -hill area and at the mouths of can-

yons, fan -like outcrops of coarse material were deposi-

ted. This is a natural result of deposition of coarse

material as the slope of the stream or the mountain

front decreases. Neither the hydraulic power of the

stream nor the gravitational force at gentle slope will

be capable of transporting coarse fragments. The mater-

ial of these fans unconformably overlies the basin -ward

sloping surface of the Pantano beds near Sabino Canyon

Road. They have a wedge shape and are highly permeable.

The fans are not directly connected with the Tucson

basin deposits except the fans along the mouth of can-

yons which are connected with the inner -valley fill.

Their hydrologic importance in the recharge of the

upper aquifer is mostly limited to the canyons; other-

wise, the water moving in these fans partly goes to
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stream runoff. But one can also think of the presence

of older fans formed throughout the history of the basin

by a retreat of the mountain front by erosion. Part of

the water moving in the present fans probably recharges

some older fans or the deformed gravel. This is still

a problem in the hydrology of the basin because the suc-

cessive stages of crustal instability, uplift and fault-

ing may have complicated the hydrologic setting of the

lower units.

Inner -Valley Fill:

The name applies to the material underlying the

channels and flood plains of the existing streams. This

material consists of friable sand, silt and gravel and

varies in thickness from tens to hundred or two hundred

feet. This fill is exposed along the Santa Cruz River

and the Rillito Creek. It is the most permeable mater-

ial known in the basin as large capacity wells tapping

water at relatively shallow depths from this fill have

been drilled and the best producers.



DISCUSSION ON THE

GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTIONS

Six geologic cross sections have been construc-

ted from well data (Plates 3 through $ ). The sections

clearly show the distribution of clay in the water table

aquifer and the caliche above the water table. The

following is a description of the geology and structure

as shown on the geologic cross sections.

The North -South Sections:

1. The section along South 12th Avenue and

Oracle Road.

A good correlation of lithologic units between

drill holes is possible along this section. A continu-

ous clay bed has been traced on the bottom of the sec-

tion. It is about twenty -five feet thick with a dip

component of about (1/2 °) to the north along the sec-

tion between Valencia Road and 22nd Street. On the

center of the section, there is a graben -like structure

with the down faulted block lying between Ft. Lowell and

a point about 2,000 feet south of Highway $0 along

this section. The same area probably represents also

20
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an old buried channel which had been cut deep in the

Pantano beds (represented by the lower clay bed), and

later was filled with sand and gravel. The gravity pro-

file indicates a gravity low above the depressed part

and highs in both sides. The level of this channel lies

below Rillito Creek at about 350 foot depth. So it

may be related to recent structural adjustment. The

clay bed to the north of the structure continues with

a gentle dip to the north.

2. The Section along the Country Club Road.

The bottom clay bed that has been correlated

along Oracle Road extends easterly and is traced here,

but is relatively deeper (75 feet deeper on Ft. Lowell

Road).

The graben -like structure that had been filled

with sand and gravel and which probably represents a

buried channel has been identified on this section.

But the structure is only about one mile wide and the

trends of the faults are to the southeast.

The clay content of the Tucson deposits

increases to the south of 22nd Street and to the north

of Roger Road, and the area in between is represented

by a predominance of sand and gravel with few scattered

small lenses of clay. The maximum thickness of the



water table aquifer along this section is five hundred

feet.

22

It can be understood from these two sections that

the lower tight material (clay) acts as an aquiclude and

dips generally to the north-northwest. This partly

explains the direction of the ground water movement in

the basin.

3. The Section along Wilmot Road.

Due to the lack of adequate numbers of deep wells

along this section and the difficulty in correlating the

base of the Tucson deposits, the section shows only a

good section of the aquifer material, except for a large

elongated clay lense extending south of Park Avenue.

There is also a tight surface zone identified

by the drillers as caliche which extends to a depth of

about a hundred feet at the intersection with Golf Links

Road. This deep caliche zone is also shown at the inter-

section of Golf Links and Country Club Road. The exis-

tence of such a zone has also been proved hydrologically.

The East -West Sections:

The east-west sections show a thick column of

the Tucson deposits (upper aquifer) on the west of

Broadway near the Santa Cruz River area where the thick-

ness of the permeable materials reaches about 650 feet.
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But the lower part is somewhat cemented and grades into

conglomerates, while the central part has large scat-

tered clay lenses.

The general dip of the tight material (clay and/

or conglomerate), which may represent the top of the

Pantano beds, is to the north with a deeper part repre-

senting an older depression or a down faulted block on

the western part of Broadway.

1. The Section along Ft. Lowell Road.

Good correlation of the bottom clay bed between

drill holes has been made between Swan Road and Flowing

Wells Road. The average thickness of the Tucson depos-

its (upper aquifer) is about 425 feet. The lower clay

bed dips slightly to the west.

2. The Section along Broadway.

A basal conglomerate bed constitutes the bottom

of the Tucson deposits and is almost parallel to the

slope of the surface of the ground. It dips to the west

and becomes almost horizontal west of Cherry Avenue,

and remains horizontal to the western edge of the sec-

tion. This section is characterized by the many clay

lenses scattered at all depths through the section.

The shape of these lenses is highly irregular.
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3. The Section along Golf Links Road.

The section shows the Tucson deposits to be thin-

ner and contains large and thicker clay lenses than the

other sections. The aquifer materials are poorly con-

nected.

Another important aspect of this area is the

thick caliche zone extending from the surface down to

about one hundred feet. This caliche zone continues

along the section from the east, westward to South 6th

Avenue where it ends. To the west of South 6th Avenue,

along this section, the aquifer material thickens to

about 450 feet near Julian Wash.



CALICHE AND TOP SOIL

Caliche:

Caliche is a lime -rich deposit. It consists of

sand, silt and gravel that are tightly cemented by car-

bonate derived from the water in the capillary fringe.

Its presence here above the water table in the Tucson

basin is an indication of the semiarid environment that

has been prevalent in the area since its deposition.

The formation of caliche here is related to the lime

bearing water of the water table aquifer as well as to

the climate favorable for its deposition in the capil-

lary fringe, by the evaporation of the water in the

capillary pores. Caliche occurs as discontinuous elonga-

ted lenses. It ranges in thickness from zero to one

hundred feet. The geological cross sections show this

caliche between the top soil and the water table as a

distinct sub -unit of the upper -basin -fill deposits.

Caliche is relatively impervious to ground water

movement. Therefore, it reduces considerably the amount

of infiltration from runoff to the water table aquifer.

25
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Top Soil:

The top soil ranges in thickness from zero to

about thirty feet. It is a product of weathering in

situ of the uppermost part of the basin-fill in a semi-

arid climate. The effect of the drainage pattern is

reflected in the terrace-like pattern of the soil groups.

Mechanical analysis and geological engineering

tests made on soil samples from different localities

enable identification of two main types of soil in the

basin:

(1) A silty sandy and sandy sil mixture that

contains appreciable amounts of organic residues. This

soil type is semi - impervious and of moderate to good

shearing strength when compacted and saturated. The com-

paction tests showed a fair workability as a construction

material.

(2) Inorganic silt and fine sand. This type is

reddish brown in color and it is semi - impervious also.

It has higher compressibility than type (1).



INTERPRETATION OF GRAVITY DATA

The first step in the interpretation is the sep-

aration of the anomalous field into regional and resi-

dual components. This step is probably the most diffi-

cult part in gravity exploration due to the inherent

ambiguity in the sources of potential fields.

The choice of method is mainly a personal judg-

ment rather than a rule. Judgment takes into consider-

ation the nature of the problem and the aim of the

interpreter. All the operations used to remove the

regionals are shown by Dean, 195$, as analogous mathe-

matically to the filtering action of electric circuits.

He showed mathematically how the linear filter theory

can be extended to include the two space variables

(x, y) . If
u

2n and - are the frequencies in cycles2r
per unit length in the x and y direction, respectively,

the two variable convolution integral is

00 00

(o) (x, y) - Ei(x -cY) y-0 W(°1,ß)d°dß
-00 -00

The two variable input- output frequency equations will

be E0 (u, v = El(u, v) Y (u, v). So frequency analysis

27
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applies to gravity interpretation techniques as it does

to electric circuits. Egged (1955) proved the equality

of the residual obtained by averaging points on a circle

of radius s and the second derivative value, i.e.,

= = 1 im 4 tG - G 3
Z2 s-0 o S2 o s

Mesko (1966) proved the equality of the frequency respon-

ses of the two operations. Dean (195$) stated also that

if the frequency response of two operations are identical

then their effects on any data system are also identical.

Thus, one can conclude that gravity and other

geophysical operations are often best interpreted in

terms of frequency resonses.

The stations in this survey are mostly located at

half mile grid so the highest frequency sinosoidal com-

ponent we can measure in these data will have a frequency

of one cycle per mile. The cutoff frequency is

TT

,x 0.5 mile ).

In the present survey, the main purpose was to

observe shallow geologic structures as they are important

for groundwater movement. The filter used in the separa-

tion of residuals is an empirical method based on the 5

point average along a profile which is identical to the

ring method. The process was checked first by obtaining
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smooth curves for the regional that reflect the generally

known geometry of the basement; and second by having

nearly the same regional value for the intersection

point on the pair of profiles passing by the point. The

maximum residual value obtained was ± 2.0 mgals. This

method corresponds to a filter with frequency character-

istic depending on the radial only (Mesko, 1966).

The Bouguer Gravity Map

The total field (residual and regional) is shown

on the simple Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Plate 2).

This map shows clearly the pediment margins on the nor-

thern part of the area. The pediment is shown as the

steepest gradient in the negative anomalies.

Negative gravity anomalies associated with this

basin arise from the low density of the infilling sedi-

ments in contrast with the denser underlying and sur-

rounding rocks.

A closed contour is centered at the intersection

of Rosemont Boulevard and Fifth Street with a maximum

negative anomaly of -124 mgals, using a Bouguer density

of 2.67 gm/cm3. This is thé deepest part of the basin

within the area covered by the survey; it corresponds

to about 11,000 feet.
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A saddle shape is produced with this low contour

and the region next to the south which implies another

deep area to the south. Bhuyan (1965) reported a maximum

negative value of 150 mgals south on Wilmot Road. A

ridge or dike from the basement could be interpreted from

this map where a nose shape is formed by the contours on

the northeastern part of the area, The details of this

structure and others are interpreted from the residual

profiles and are shown on a plan map (Plate 11) and on

two profiles (Plates 9 and 10).

Density Profiles:

The Bouguer correction of the field data depends

on the density of the sediments between sea level and the

points of measurements. The heterogeneous character of

the basin sediments makes it difficult to estimate the

appropriate density from actual measurement. Another

difficulty in using an ordinary measured density is the

fact that a correction is required to compute the den-

sity in place. Taking a sample from an outcrop and

measuring its density in the laboratory introduces the

following errors:

1. The sample is disturbed except in consoli-

dated material.
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2. The measured value will be lower than the

in -place value as it is buried and subjected to the pres-

sure of overlying material. This error is significant in

clays because of the considerable compaction they undergo

if buried at depths. In case of cores, factor number 2

is also valid.

The best measurement can be obtained by a den-

sity logger in a well and to compute the average value

of the sedimentary column. A satisfactory method

described by Nettleton (1940) is to construct density

profiles from the reduced gravity data using different

densities (Plates 9 and 10). The actual surface density

is that which gives the smoothest profile.

Five of these profiles were plotted for the fol-

lowing 3 densities: 2.2, 2.4 and 2.67 gms/cm3. But

the three profiles are parallel. This means that the

anomalies are sharp enough so the effect of the error in

density is negligible compared with the effect of the

structure. Another alternative is that the actual den-

sity is less than 2.2 gm/cm3. This is not likely as it

contradicts the experimental results.

In the interpretation of residuals 0.2 gm/cc was

used as the density contrast (Aci. The choice of such a

value came out as a reasonable estimate from the density
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log and the table of densities of surface samples from

the Pantano beds (Page 7).

Residual Anomalies:

As previously stated, the filtering method

enabled the identification of shallow structures with

the depths depending on the frequency of the anomaly:

The residual anomalies obtained could be classi-

fied as (1) high frequencies corresponding to depths of

300 -500 feet, and (2) low frequencies related to deeper

structures at about 4000 feet.

High Frequency Residuals:

The high frequency anomalies include negative

and positive residuals:

1. Negative Residuals: The negative residuals

have been correlated on the different profiles and

interpreted as long prismatic or tubular structures of

density lower than the average for the sediments surround-

ing them. Such structures look like buried valley chan-

nels of porous gravel.

Thicknesses were calculated on the basis of a

buried infinite slab Dg = 2ny0at

where Dg is the maximum residual anomaly in mgals,

D or is the density contrast (0.2 gmicm3)
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t is the thickness in feet,

and y is the gravitational constant {6.67 x 10 -8 }.

The practical formula that gives the thickness in feet

is:
t = Ag

0.01277 A cr

The maximum depth to the density change which corres-

ponds to the bottom of the channel was calculated from

the formula for the maximum gravity effect measured on

the base of an inverted, isoceles triangular prism.

4Y&6'nax. = 4Y W(h) (2 + h ln h)

Grant and West (1965), (p. 290),

where W = half the width of the base of the triangle.

Wh = the height or depth of the triangle.

The above formula was used by Grant and West

(1965) to calculate the depth of ice from a profile made

on a valley glacier in British Columbia. Solution of

this equation gave 557 feet for the first negative

anomaly on the eastern end of the Broadway profile

(Plate 10) and $75 feet for the largest in the middle

of the same profile and 272 feet for the smallest on the

western end on Broadway profile.

The same interpretation was made on the N -S

profiles. The profile along Oracle and South 12th
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Avenue shows two buried channels 430 feet thick and the

maximum depths came out to be 4.43 feet and 52$ feet.

2. High Frequency Positive Residuals: The

interpretation of the high frequency positive residuals

as dikes is not reliable because only one point on the

profile shows the maximum positive value. To make sure

of their presence, a closely spaced profile is needed

for each. But the anomalies have been interpreted as

inferred dikes. The interpretation is based on the

ribbon model (Grant and West, 1965).

The inferred dike on Broadway is about 250 feet

with a dip component of about 10° to the west and is

buried at 400 feet. The second one is on the Oracle

profile (Plate 9) , is buried at about 750 feet, and is

wider.

Low Frequency Residuals:

The low frequency residuals are associated with

high (positive residuals) gravity anomalies and they

are shown also on the total field; therefore, they are

thought to be related to the basement either upthrown

blocks or high basement ridges. The plan map (Plate 11)

shows the distribution of such gravity highs as well as

the gravity lows.
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The first gravity high of greater interest is the

one on South 12th Avenue Road. Its maximum lies near

the intersection of 12th Avenue and Ajo Road. It is

interpreted either as a high basement ridge or a horst.

For both cases the calculation will be the same. The

step model of Grant and West (1965, p. 2$3) was used.

Due to the lack of sufficient points on the profile to

determine the exact shape of the profile, the simple

rules were used.

h
0.56(ag2 -ag)

max.
d / D6= l4(Ag2 -ag1)

where h is the depth to the upthrown block or to the

higher step in feet and ß is vertical displacement in

feet. maX, is the maximum slope of the anomaly in

gravity units per foot.

(ßg2 -Dgl) = the differènce between the maxima and minima

on the profile in gravity units.

D ä = the density contrast (0.2 gm/cm-3).

h was found to be 4.150 feet and ,e = 30$0 feet. The fea-

ture extends east and is correlated with that high on

South Wilmot Road.

A second high which has a lower amplitude is the

North Oracle high. The same model was used for inter-

pretation as shown on Plate 9, where h = 1$20 feet and

= 1120 feet.
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Another high on North Wilmot near the Pantano

Wash is interpreted as a fault or ridge also with h =

2950 feet and ,e = 2800 feet.

The interpretation of these residuals generally

agrees with the frequency analysis as pointed out by

Dean (195e) where high frequencies are relatively more

important for smaller anomalies and for defining sharp

details, although low frequencies are related to deeper

structures.

One deviation occurs in this interpretation. It

is the broad negative residual having its maximum at the

intersection of Aswan Road and Broadway. Such a devia-

tion could be explained as due to the elongation of the

low density material along the profile, i.e., the pro-

file direction is parallel to the strike of the disturb-

ing body. It is possibly true since the calculation was

checked by the use of other equations and also by assum-

ing other possibilities.



INTERPRETATION FROM GEOPHYSICAL LOGS

The Schlumberger logs of the City Test Well Num-

ber I were found important and are discussed here. Some

of these logs show sharp breaks at the constants of the

upper three units described before. They correlate very

well with the cutting and core analysis. But more changes

are shown on the logs than what the cuttings and cores

showed. The latter have been used to subdivide the upper

Pantano beds as described earlier. A brief discussion

on these logs and their use is presented.

1. The Sonic Log:

The use of elastic wave propagation in bore holes

was proposed first by Humble Oil and Refining Company in

1948, but the continuous velocity logging was introduced

in 195. by Mangolia Petroleum Corp. The best advantage of

sonic logs is their application to determine formation

porosities. The application is based on the fact that

rock density is an important factor that controls the

wave velocity in the formation and, in turn, rock density

is a function of total rock porosity (Pirson, 1963).
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Fig. 2 Velocity versus porosity for sandstone cores.

(After Wyllie, Gregory and Gardner 29)
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Wyllie et al. showed experimentally that the

acoustic conductance of a rock could be viewed as the

sum of the acoustic conductances of the various parts of

the rock, namely, of the matrix and of the fluid- filled

pore space.

The time-average equation from which porosity

(P) may be calculated is

1 = +

Vformation Vliquid Vmatrixm
(1)

The above equation is a very useful tool in porosity

determination in case of consolidated homogeneous mater-

ial.

But in applying equation (1) to heterogeneous

sediments or poorly consolidated material, V is
matrix

difficult to assume. Therefore, the time -average equa-

tion cannot be used in this case. However, another equa-

tion which was developed by Wyllie, Gregory and Gardner

(1956) found a better application since the equation was

developed for heterogeneous and porous media.

(i+q5)(i-P)
PP + (1 -P) p .. (2)

(v*)2
V 1 s

where P = porosity

Vs = velocity in the solid

V1 = velocity in the liquid
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p
s

= density of solid

pl = density of liquid

q = is a factor related to the rigidity modulus

qs for the solid (=0.6)

q* for the liquid (=0.0)

v* = velocity of the system as a whole

The curve on page 3-$ for water saturated sand-

stone has been used in the present interpretation. The

approximate porosity values are plotted on page 42,

beside the generalized sonic log.

One conclusion from this particular sonic log is

that sonic velocity generally increases as the percen-

tage of fines increases. Such a conclusion is expected

since the fines reduce porosity by filling in the pores.

The Resistivity Logs:

These are important as they give information about

the nature of the fluid (oil, fresh or salt water) and

the permeability of the formation if resistivity gradi-

ents exist. A calibrated spontaneous potential log and

temperature log are important in evaluating the perme-

ability from the resistivity since other values are

needed other than resistivity to evaluate the permeabil-

ity.
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The SP -log is not calibrated and no shale line

can be drawn on it. Therefore, the resistivity interpre-

tation here is qualitative. Permeability and water

quality in a relative sense are plotted on the resistivity

log.

The Gamma -ray log is difficult to interpret due

to the heterogeneous nature of the sediments ; otherwise,

it is a valuable correlation tool. Most of the decreases

in Gamma -ray radiation in this log are due to increase in

the diameter of the hole with the resulting increase in

the distance between the detector and the radiation

source.



HYDROLOGIC INTERPRETATION

From the previous discussion on structure and

geological interpretation of the gravity data, it is

possible to divide the water- bearing zones in the

Tucson basin into three aquifers.

1. Water-table aquifer: The upper -basin

fill forms a water -table aquifer. Its average thick-

ness is about five hundred feet. It has been the

main source of water since the City of Tucson was

founded. The material comprising this aquifer

includes sand, s.lt, clay and gravel, forming a heter-

ogeneous lithology, but scale -wise it is one hydrol-

ogic system. This aquifer was in an equilibrium con-

dition in the early days when the demand for water

was about the same amount as the natural recharge.

Since World War II the city has been growing at an

accelerated rate and the consumption of water thus

has been increasing with the resulting disturbance

of the natural balance. Therefore, the water table

has been declining with a recent estimated rate of

2 to 5 feet per year (Ganus, 1965).

44
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The decline of the water table, if continued,

will result in the following serious results:

(i) Deterioration of the fresh water in the

aquifer by vertical leakage from deeper

confined aquifers. The water quality in

the deep formations is not desirable

either due to the high fluorine content

as in the case of the deep wells of the

Tucson Gas and Electric Company or to

the high salinity which is also expec-

ted in deeper sources. The rise of

deep water is due to the differential

head between the upper and lower arte-

sian aquifers which increases as the

water table declines.

(ii) The dewatering of a part of upper aqui-

fer sediment will increase the effec-

tive pressure on these sediments,

especially the clays. It may result

in settlement and fracturing, as is

indicated by foundation failures

(Lacy, 1964) .

2. Artesian Aquifers: Artesian conditions

in the basin have been reported in many deep wells



which means that permeable zones must exist below

the clays and silts underlying the upper aquifer.

The overlying clays act as confining beds resulting

in artesian conditions. But the idea has been

restricted to the Pantano beds as the deeper source

which has a bad quality water. The presence of high

fluorine water encountered at 1$00 feet in the

Tucson Gas and Electric Company wells, with a piezo-

metric surface sixteen hundred feet above the top

of the aquifer, is a direct indication of an arte-

sian aquifer of poor water quality.

The present study has shown that these wells

are located in an area where high gravity anomalies

were measured and interpreted in terms of a high

basement ridge or an upthrown fault block. Such a

structure adds more confirmation other than depth

that this deep aquifer is quite possible to be in

the Pantano beds. A different source is the water

that has been found recently in the City Test Well

No. 1. If both deep waters are of the same source,

the, artesian head in the Tucson Gas and Electric

Company wells should not have exceeded 1400 feet.

But s inc e . it was 1600 feet and t'h e water in this

recently drilled well is fresh and is artesian also,
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a third aquifer is very possible. The gravity inter-

pretation of the negative residuals indicates buried

valley channels representing an old drainage pattern.

The depths to these channels have been correlated

with the deformed gravel in the Test Well No. 1 where

the second water occurs. Thus, another source of fresh

groundwater must exist in the basin. But it is prob-

ably discontinuous and in the form of buried permeable

channel or faulted material rather than a continuous

bed of gravel. An alternative explanation is that the

deformed gravel is a continuous formation underlying

the upper basin fill and the degree of cementation

varies laterally. This probably explains why fresh

water from déeper sources was not found in all deep

wells.

The thickness of the deformed gravel ranges

considerably. In Test Well No. 2 which is being

drilled (near the intersection of Houghton Road and

Tucson -Benson Highway) the deformed gravel was encoun-

tered at 200 feet deep and its bottom is not yet

reached. Present depth of the well is 1300 feet.

Water quality and quantity have not yet been tested

but it is expected to have fresh water. More deep test

wells need to be drilled in the basin before one can

evaluate the extent of the deformed gravel.



Impermeable, Boundaries within the Basin:

The structure as interpreted from gravity

data shows the possibility of two shallow basement

dikes and larger, but deeper ring-like ridge as

shown on Plate 11 (pocket).

Ganus, in his thesis, explained the migra-

tion of water table contours in some localities as

due to the effect of such boundaries other than the

lithologic effects.

As to the details of these boundaries, a

more detailed gravity survey with greater areal

extent is necessary. However, approximate figures

based on available data could be found. But the

values should be checked by the use of other geo-

physical methods such as seismic reflection or

refraction.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The gravity method can be used quite suc-

cessfully to study the regional structure of a sedi-

mentary basin. Detailed structural features require

closely spaced gravity measurements over anomalous

areas. However, the combination of two or more geo-

physical methods will be a better approach as, for

example, seismic and gravity or electrical resis-

tivity and either one of the other two methods.

A more expensive but a direct and accurate

method is the one just started by the U. S. Geological

Survey in the Tucson basin where deep drilling of

test wells followed by geophysical logging are being

made.

Drill stem testing is recommended as a sub-

sequent test after the running of the various logs.

This test will give very accurate measures of the

hydrologic characteristics of the different lith-

ologic units.

As to the drillers, logs, probably enough

study from these has been done. But the gravity

study is still of limited coverage and it will be

9
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advantageous to have a complete coverage for the basin.

From the present study, one can locate favorable sites

for deep test holes.

The man -made problem of water -table decline

should be remedied. One way is artificial recharge

on a large scale to capture as much as possible from

the surface water that is lost by evaporation. There

is enough information concerning the best areas for

artificial recharge according to available, data on

permeable zones.

Another possible way is a good control of

total pumping from the water table aquifer by obtain-

ing part of the water needed from other sources as

the deformed gravel, or through building darns at the

mouths of some canyons if surface hydrologic studies

will encourage that.

It seems quite possible that exploiting the

water in the deformed gravel may solve the problem.
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A j A MI EH 000A 301 06K 5697 WED., MAR. 30, 1966 JOb NO. 00301.

it,-;
r ECOEST 5 COPII--S OF OUTPUT
COMPILE FORTRA"10-XLCUTE FOTRAAr-*

0.3* MAIN P4CIGKAM ***
"GbAN DEFINED BUT NOT USED IN AN ARITH STMNT.

DIMENSION NAME (4.8),SBCFA(3),SEA(2)
2002 1 FORMAT (1645)

2605 2 FORMAT(IX)
4 i-ORMAT(1-10.2,E10.41F10.1,3F10.50-1J.7,F13.1)
5 FORMAT( 1H1) --- -
6 FORMAT(4CX,8A5,//,20X, 5hAREA-1645120X0H0BSERVER-,6A51/115X, 11H

IINSTRUMENT-,5A5,5X,6HDATUM-14A515X15FIDATE-,3A51/125X,50HHASELINF i--

2ROM WHICH LAIITUDE CORRECTIONS ARE MADE-,4A5)
7 FORMAT( /,6X,4hSTA. ,4X , 51$DEL TA, 3X , 5HDR IF I , 34 , 5HLELTA , 3X , 5HaLL r A , ,:, ,e, ,

f71-7-E 18HOBSERVED, 4X, 5HS Itv.P. i 3X , 6HSIMPL. , 3X,411LAT. ,2X,6HTHFe,(1 T . 1 IX, 61-i', im

-- 2PLEI3X1511TLR,<,2X,iitHCONPLfrTE,/,7X43H1\10.,:)X14HUIALI3Xy5liCeRk.,/tx,41,
3BASE,4X,4HMGAL,5X,7HGRAVITY14X15HB.C.F,3X,6HBOUG.C,2X15HCORk.,3[,i
4HGRAVITY12X98HBOUG.AN./2X,5HCORR.92X,8HBOUG.AN.)

2111 8 FORMAT(F10.2,F8.00-2.0,F10.2,F8.0,E2.0)
2145 -7-7--__= 9 FORMAT(-11,2A51F7.0,E?.,F16.C,F10.2721:10.1)
?I-34 -10 FORMAT(1X,2A5,4F8.2,1X,F10.11F10.5,1-8.1,F7.2,1x,?Fl.1)
2i45 ====-28 FORMAT(IX////)
214d 29 FORMAT(54X,F10.5,F6.10-7.2,1X12E10.1)
21.55 LINE=1
2J58 30 READ 1,(NAME(1)/1-1148)
Z-11-7-- READ 4,BSDR,FDIAL,BS0Gt(SPCFA(n1J=1,3) ,CFLAT,TSUItT
-3 IF(50-LINE)11,11,12

E

20-T07

gidò
201)

:17

Ilgt==-11-11 PRINT 5 --

2191 LINE=1
2193 12 PRINT 6,(NAME(I),I=1,8),(NAME(I),I=9,14),(NAME(I), I=17,22),(NACE(

11)11=23,27),(NAME(1),1=33_06),(NAME(1),I=3/139),(NAME(I),I=401_43)
23 8 4 _

41 13 PRINT 7
2244 14 READ 8,RASEA,HRA,AMIN,
2254 EA=HRA+AMIN/60.
2259 T8=HR8+BMIN/60.
2264 SLOPE=(HASEA-BASEES)/(TB-TA)
227-2_ 15 rttEAD 9,2501,(SlAtI),I=1_12),Hg4jUXUJR5WAELLV,TC
091 F- PRINT 2

L INL = L INf7+1

DETERMINATION OF OBSERVED GRAVITY
N97 DDIAL=SDR-BSOR
IWIAdig-DRFTC=SL0P1-7*(HR+TMIN/60.-TA)
nOtg-EIEEIMASE-4-111RFTC+DDIAL

2313 OBSGR=DMGAL+BSOG

DETERMINATION (F THEORETICAL GRAVITY
27316-,=-g-EtA-19_1#0 21 J=1/3 ---
;311,9--=:1F (SBCF-A(J ) )24,22,22

------
326

Z-4 SBC=ELEV*SBCFA ( J )
2

2319
COLAT=DIST*LFLAT
THGRV=TSLBG+COLAT+SBC

2-43-3
DETEKMINA-1 ION OF ANOMALY

2336 SBAN=ORSGR-THGRV
CBAN=SBAN-TC

2344 IF(58-LINE)17,17,1b
17 PRINT 5
__PRINT 7

I 2



L I At' =4
_ 18 GO TO( 19,204201,J- PRINT 107 (S TA ( 1 ), T=1,2 )113EDTAL

1SBC ,COLAT THGRV StIAN
GO TO 21

20 PRINT29,S8Cf ( ),S1-30,C(JLA T ,11.16}< V, sN
1 L

22 N=-.0-1 =-
GO TO( 15,14,23,25),W-

23 PRINT 28
411 LINE=LINE+4

4 GO 10 30
---25 STOP

-77=71_1=

END
- -

TN PROGRAM

1AbLES
WE LOC. ----

_____ _
10 2490 BSTI. 2484 OD I AL 2,04 FaiAL 2463 --.1 24
ITMEA 2488 CBAlit- 2513 DIST 250_Q_ -------T.tit 2446 - LINE--74
'ASEB 2491 CFLAT 2486
,t41N 2493 COLAT 2510
SDR 2482 DBASE 2506

DMGAL 2507 HRA 2469 N 2497
DRFTC 2505 HRB 2492 NAME 2427
ELEV 2502 I 2481. 03SGR 2508

:2512 STA )4 t"i )4(-)g-
s.- 2',09 TA 2494 - T \)1.BG 2461

Sbui-A 2475 1-k; 2495
Sth< 2501 TC 2503
SLOPE 2496 THGR V 2511

-----: TATEMENT NUMdERS --
DINT LfIC . - -

19 2361 23 2408

.-_

1 2003 6 2019 10 2135 14 2244 22 2398 28 2146
2 2006 7 2055 11 2188 15 2272

18 2355

_ 4 2008 8 2118 12 2193
29 2149- i 2011 --- - 9 2126 13 22471--

lo .._,316

11 23,1,4 - 20 2___42384 ;_-_'/: 2,43253 30 2158
- 21 _i_----,

-
2) e_ 1 -

1 ill . e '..""".. '''''''' it:SA 'M ''' i "1" i ....,-zyr.r.

- - - ----

T

-- -4

. - -

---



-eW.E-ttaillrmr21 Mai V ITY ArAtcuu4T1014

T1TiTiiT

AREA- TUCSON, ARIZONAITN OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAVIEH
INSTRUMENT- LACOSTE AND ROMBERG DATUM- MEAN SEA LEVEL DATE-24 DECEMBER 65

LATITUDE CORRECTIONS ARE MADF-SPEEDWAY AV[BASELINE FROM WHICH

STA.
O.

1

DRIFT-1 DELTW"----DELTA=17-DELTAil-
DIAL -

4.08

CORR. 13A St= !vIC;AL-

0.01 4.09 4.29

_ 0.u2 34.8 -

5.01 - 0.02 z

4 6.54 0.02 6.56 6.87

4.17.03

CBSLI-CV,i) SItP.i STM1t. LAT.= THEURFT. sImoLL TERV..- ICQ PL ET E
GkAV I FY ß,C.t t COr*. GR A V I TY fi(, tj . N C . A N

979258.9 -0.05996 -142.6
-0.06341 -150.8

4)6597- -156
_

2.92 979376.3 -117.4
2.92 979368.1 -109.2

979258.4 f -0.05996=
-0.06341 -151.0
-0.06597 -157.1

- 06597 1)O.5

2.78 :-__--__ 9 /9376 . - 1 1 1.6
2.78 974367.8 -1)9.4
2.78 979361.1

2.)? 979i76.7

-103.3

2. 979 368.54(92.' -102.5

979261.5 -0.05996 -141.4 2.92
-0.06341 -149.6 2.0
u.06597---155.6

979377.5
979 369.3
914363.3

-116.0

=2.92 '479 37(3.6 -114,-1
-0.06341 -148.4 2.92 979310.5 -106.7
-0.06591 -154.4 2.92 919364.5 -100.7

SIMPLE BOUGUER GRAVITY CALCULATION

AREA- TUCSUN, ARIZONA/TN OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAMIEH
INS TRUMEtiT- - LACOSTE AND RDMBER6 _ -UATUM- Mi. AN LLVEL 2AT za_ DEC EM

tiAS EL NE F ROM= 'wHiEh LATITUDE CORRECT 1 CNIS AREDESPEEills.WAY AVE

TA. DELTA
NO. DIAL

DRIFT
CORR.

DELTA
BASE

DELTA
MGAL

OBSLAVI-0
GRAVITY

792 '54-0.52 G.60 ±-0. 52 -= .1

0.08 -0.01 0.07 0.07 979254.7

U01 979254.6

0.85 1-J79255 4

1.66 -0.01 1.65 1.73 979256.3

SIMP. SIMPL. LAI
B.C.F BOUG.0 CORR

-I- . f)596 -145.0
-t...06341-- -
-0.J6597 - -159 .6

-0.05996 -144.4
-0.06341 -152.7

2.35
2.35
2.35

THEORET.
. GRAVITY

979373.3
9/9365.0
979358.8

2.35 979373.9
2.35 979365.6
2.35 -t97935,4.5-

SIMPLE TERR. COMPLETE
BOUG.AN. CORR. BOUG.AN.

lic :i

- -116. 4-
7

- 119.3

-2 35 979373 . 8 119 . 7
-0.06341 -152.8 2.35 979365.5 -110.9
-0.06597 -159.0 2.35 979359.3 -104.7

. 59 '36 -14 . . 33
-u.j.)6341 2. 3

- .06591 -1D 2_1;_ 2.33

-0.05996 -143.6
-0.06341 -151.9

979374.5,, 1191

979360.1 -104.7

2.35 979374.7 -118.4
2.35 979366.5 -110.2



NO.

12

13

t5

DIAL CGRR. BASE MGAL GRAVITY B.C.F BOUG.0 CORR.

-0.06591 -158.0 2.35

GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CORR.

979360.4 -104.0

_

2.59 -0.01_ 25 ?.70---1379257.3 -u.-01110-96---143.1
-u.06341- -151.3= Z:.35

379375.2 --117.9
97936-7.0 ---,7-109.7

4.33 -0.01 4.32 4.52 979259.1

-0.06597 -157.5 2.35

-0.05996 -142.1 2.22

979360.9

979376.1 -111.0
479366.;,:

--V-.4691RTE-7156.3 -22 979361.9 102.8

6.54 -0.02 6.53 6.83 979261.4 -0.05996 -141.1 2.35
-0.06341 -149.2 2.35
-0.06597 -155.2 2.35

979377.2 -115.8
919369.1 -107.7
979363.1 -101.7

=
-0.02 s.3d WT8 479263.4 -0.05996-140.3- (f.3-ff- _ 979316.1-----112.8

-C.06341-7-7=148.3, - 0.39
-(2.06591 -154.3 u.39

-3.05996 -139.6 2.35

9196-411.1- ---104.7

10.61 -0.02 10.59 11.09 979265.1

979362.1 -98.7

979376.8 -113.1
-0.06341---147.6 - p.35 9(9370.8 -105.1

/.3';') 979364.8 -99.1

BeUG.AN.

SIMPLE BOUGUER:=GRAVITY CALCULMEDUT_

NO.

- 16

18

19

AREA- -TUCSON.-IARLIGNATN- C1EV MUHAMMAD- AB-LIAJAILI-

INSTRUMENT- LACOSIE AND ROMBERG DATUM- MEAN SEA LEVEL DATE-24 DECEMBER 65

DFLTA

BASELINE FROM

D11FT DELTA
CORK. BASE

WHICH LATITUDE CORRECTIONS ARE MADE-SPEEDWAY AVE

SIN*PLL
BiJUG.AAL.

DELIA LBSERVED SIPP. EDRET.
DIAL MGAL-- GRAVIrY B.C.F UGf GEOW.LIGRAMITY

11.22 0.03 11.25 11.78 979266.4 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-139.8 1.77
-141.8 1.17
-153.8 1.77

979378.0
979369.9
979364.0

-111.6
-103.6
-97.6

--- 979264.2 --0.05-496=-140.7 - 1.779.13 04 9.17 9.60 979377.1
=-0.0634 1 .17_

6.73 0.04 6.77 7.09

-u.065-)7

97,9261.( -C.05996
-u.06341

-154.8

-141.7 1.77
-149.z5 1.1

979363.0

9(9376.1

-98.e

-114.4
979367.9 -106.2

-065 97 - 777-__ _-155.4 --.- 979361.9- -100.2

4.52 0.04 4.57 4.78 979259.4 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-142.5 1.17
-150.1 1.11
-156.7 1.17

919375.3
979367.1
9/9361.0

-115.9
-107.7
-101.6



-g"

AREA- TUCSON, AR1ZONA,TN, SC OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAMFH

INSTRUMENT- LACOSTE AND ROMBERG DATUM- MEAN St:A LI vEL DATE-24 DECEMBL-R 65
FIASELINE_FRCM_WHICH LATITUDE CORRECTIONS ARE MAD7-sPE-EDWAV AVE

_______

?VIT CA_.

__5inc- DU:LTA:if ckLr DELTAAOITA_GBST,01,==, SUP. STM.91
_

_=MM= DIAL CURÌ.8.ASt : t'GAL BG1J6. TEIEWER,_. ± CORS-

20 3.(2t) -0.37 2.72

0.51

23 -1.31 -0.69 -2.00

.56

26 -3.40 -1.c5 -4.44

11- 3.46- - _

29 -3.57 -1.39 -4.95

2.85 979257.4 -0.05996 -142.9
-0.06341_ -151.

**-

0.54 91925
-0.06341
-0.06597

1.77 979374.8 -117.4
. 17 979366.6 -109.2

jell '-)1936U,.5

t3193
1.17 979365.8 -110.6

. 17 979359.6 -104.5

. 77 -
1. /I 979365.'; -

77 i-±____97935') 4 -

-2.0) 979252.5 -0.05996 -144.6 .// 979373.2 -120.7
-0.06341 -1'52.') ( t 979364.9 -112.4

a .71 ----1-97935-ci. -106. T1

9/925I.
-0.06341 -153.1
-0.06597 -159.4

. 77 -1_ 9I937?. -121.1-

. 11 919364.5 -112.7

. 77 979358.4 -106.5

-3.13 -0.05:Y)t, -145.5 1.77---979372.3
6.06341 -15.(-) - 1.77-- 979363.--4

59/ -16.L± f t7:-=-2-7_919357.7

-4.65

..4.90

-5.19

'Eï

919249.9 -0.05,)96
-0.06341

-145.8
-154.2

1.77
1.11

979371.')
(9361.6

1.7/ 919331.3

-146.3 1./7 979371.'3g7924911,-----0.05996
-0.06341 -154.7 1.71 9 /9363.c:

-0.06597 -161.0 1.77 919356.3

1_979249.7 '-6.D5446 -146.6 f 1,77 9 /9371.2
= -0.06541 1./1 979362.7

-C.L.4:116597 -161. ') ,1.71

979249.4 -0.05996 -141.2 '4. I( 979370.6
-C.06341 -155.7 1.77 979362.1

979355.-u.06597 / -_

7_7

-1'1.4
-11
-1.06.1

-122.0

-1,121._T

-113.3
-107.0

-121.'1
,

-113.) 1

,

-106.a 1

1

-121.2
-112.7
-106.4



RAVTTY CAIC

AREA- TUCSON, ARIZONA,TN,SC OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAMIEH
INSTRUMENT- EACOSFE AND ROMBERG DATUM- MEAN SEA IVEL DATE-28 DECEMBER 65

bASLLINE FROM WHICH LATITUDE CORRECTIONS AREAD -SPEEDWAY AVE

STA.
NO. -

30

L

32

33

34

36

t----44-

39

DRIFT DEL TA
BA:A.

8.U6

DIAL _ CORR.

8.05 0.02

4.5454.54 0.02

0.03 --2.67

1.51 0.03 1.54

-

-2.26

-3.56 0.05 -3.51

-4.41 ----='=0.05 -4.35

-5.44p.û6
7_2=

-6.32 0.06 -6.26

-
-fri7rIVELTA----E US ER V t.-44== S . CC!"PLETF

4GAL,. GRAVITY ILS1 -72-BOAVG-.u; -GRAVITY --711111ZEG.ABEDEU-G. A

8.44 979263.G -0.05996 -141.2 1.18 979376.0 -112.9
-0.06341 -149.3 1.18 979367.q -104.8
-G.06597 -153 -979361.6

-- -A.78 97921NUH105996 77=-143.3 = 1.18 919373.9
-0.06341 -151.5 1.18 979365.7 -106.3
-0.06597 -157.6 1.18 979359.6 -100.2

2.79_19257.45996 i 6 979373.0 - -115.6
--- 4..1.06341 I g79364.7

:=7-15t3. irir, 979358.5 -101.

1.61 979256.2 -0.05996 -144.0 1.18 979373.2 -117.0
-0.06341 -152.2 1.18 979364.9 -108.7
.06597158.4-, liAla== 9/9353.8 -1W.6-

1.03 -__=4792-53.6 -0.05'445
-0.06341
-0.06597 -159.7

479252.3 -0.059 46 -145.1
-0.06341-2=-15.3.*2
0.06597 -159.1

1.12±T 979372.0 -118.4
1.12 979363.6
1.12 979357.4 -103.9

1.L:& 979372.0 -119.7
1.18 979361.7 -111.4
1.1-8 979357.5 -135.7

-3.67 979250.9 -0.05996 -145.6
I 1.18 979371.6 -120.7

-0.06341 -153.9j 1.18 9/9363.2 -112.3
1---10=4K-- 9/9357.0 7106.1-EP-Zer.7="1:7

: '

__-_---17*_45tArc13925110=kt --0.05994.-145.8 _:. 1.18 979371.4 -121.4

i

-u.06341 -154.2 1.18 979363.0 -113.0
-0.06597 -160.4 1.18 979356.8 -106.7

==-5971241.-1.05946 E 1,1g=;-, 979370.8 -121.3
-.-Qt341 --15t 1.1H - 979362.4
- 6597_-=-161 .10 f_ 919356.1= -107.3

-6.55 979248.0 -0.05996 -146.9 1.18 979370.2 -122.2
-0.06341 -155.4 1.18 979361.8 -113.7
-04446597 -161.7 979355.5 137.5

9747.054-915-147.4 tti 1.111,--979364.7,==-122.1
-0.06341 -155.9 1.18 979361.2 -113.6
-0.06597 -162.2 1.18 979355.0 -107.3

979247.64 -C.05996 ---E-14/.7 E 1.i ,)1,4369. ------121.9
-0.06341 1.18 979161.0 -113.4

7=-162.5 1.1 9/9354.7 -10/.1

0.08 '-6.77 -7.09 979247.5 -0.05996 -148.3 1.18 979368.9 -121.4



-0.06341 -I
-0.06597

LBSERVER- MOHAMMAD ABUAJAMIEH
- - DAIL-Z DEC

-SPLLDWAY AVE

SIMPL. LAT. THEDRET. SIMPLE TERR. COMPLETE
BOUG.c CORR. GRAVITY BOOG.AN. CORR. BOUG.AN.

134.6====-411WKAW DRIFT Di7LFA
NO. DIAL CORK. iiASt MG.AL GRAVIlY B.C.F

-0.06341 -1 .9

-7.59 9 /9247 .
-0.06341 -157.7
-0.06597 -164.0

TrILDRET-. TERR._ CQPti±TF
CORR. 6RAVITY BOUG.AN. CORR. BCOG.AN.

1.18 979360.3 -112.8
79354.0

L1$III 419368 -121.1
1.18 979359.5 -112.5
1.18 979353.1 -106.1

SIMPLE BOUGUER GRAVITY CALC LATION

AREA- TUL )11N, ARIZONA, T FE

TRIJME41.- LACOSTE -1.1:1 ROM3ER- DATUM- ivt
---- =BASELINE FROM LATITUDE CORRECTILINS

STA.
NO.

DELTA
DIAL

DR If I
CORR.

DEL TA
BASE

D.H_I A

MGAL
OBSERVED

GRAV I TV
S IMP.
B.C.F

44 8.03 _ 0.00 3.03 _844? - 9/9263.0 -141.5

-155.7

45 5.40 0.01 5.41 5.66 979260.3 -0.05996 -142.7
.(,6341 -150.9

-0.06341 -15
-0.06597 -15

2.9
9.0

-G.C5-9 )6 -1432
6341

.U6591 -11) .7

48 -0.30 0.02 -0.28 -0.29 979254.3 -0.05996 -145.7
-0.06341 -154.0

1.71 O.G2 -1. ILA --- 1.11 ;-13:11i99 14t.±
-0.06341 -154.3
-0.06597 -160.5

Y.56- 9/9375.0 -112. '
9/9i66.q
31936C.9 ---97.

0.4. 979373.8 -113.6
6.54- 979369.6 -105.3

q/9-359.5-

979372.0 - 115
G.54 979363.1 -106.7
6.54 979357.5 -100.5

1517-

5Lf0 979371.4 -115.7
979363 -17.4

iLf 9 / 3356. L -1r)1.

0.54 9793 /0.9 -116.6
0.54 9/9362.5 -108.2

979356.3 _------

L.-y_ 979370.7 117.7
59 919362.3 -1JJ.5
59 979356.1 -103.30.

979252.1i-- -0.05996 -146
-0. C.2.6341
-t.065 )7 t .

0 0.02_ -?.4G -2.51 .5409l9370.3 -118.2
9/9361.',4

54 T 979355.7 ii i73.6

51 -3.58 0.03 -3.55 -3.72 979250.9 -0.05996 -146.3 0.D4
-0.06341 -154.8 0.)4
044,16597 -

54.5
60.7

-) 4

0.54
0.54

979370.? -119.3
979361.8
97T35-5.5 -104.7

979370.5
979362.1
979355.8 -105.0



NO.

53

54

56

57

59

60

nr.,- "latrA DR "="4=az-

DIAL

-5.88

CORR.

0.03

BASE

-5.85

MGAL

-6.13

GRAVITY B.C.f

979248.5 -0.05996

BOUG.0

-14(.4'1

CORR.

I

; 4

-6.40 0.03 -6.36 -6.66 979247.9 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-146.9
-155.3
-161.6

0.39
0.59
0.59

)74246.5 -j.05"996 =-14 Vs.()

-

-162.4

-148.0

-162.8

-148.6
-151.2
-163.5=

0.59

0.59

=0-.7-0----------UA==-8.%)5

-8.59 0.04 -8.55 -8.'95

-0.06597

979245.6 -0.05996
-0-.06341
-0.0659/

-(.70 97)244.9 -0.05946
-0.06341
-0.0659/

-9.30 0.04 -').26 0.59
0.59
0.59

.D)

u.59

-).59

:19

..--)',/

51 --0.05946
- -0.06341 -157.4

-163.

-1.4)...)

-_-_,,-156.1

--=ii-164.4

.

-9.38 0.04 -4.34 -9.78

-0.0654/

.,114244.6 -u.05496
-0.06341
-0.06'597

-9.72 0.04 -9.67 -10.13 979244.5 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-150.3
-159.0
-165.4

0.59
0.59
0.59

-10.55 -151.5
-160.3
-166./

;.59
-10.60 5 -11. 5496

---a.D6341
-0.06597

GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CORK. 13CLIG.AN.

97_93e-9.4
9 /9-iho - 5
9 /9354 . -1

919369.7 -121.8
979361.3 -113.3
979355.0 -_107.1

979i6)0
9/916.;.5--
979354.2 -197.7

979368.6 -122.9
9/9360.1 _-114.4
9793-53.8

979368.0
919359.4
979353.1

379367.7
9/9359.2
9/9352.8

-123.1
-114.5
-108.2

-12?.7

-107.8

9/9367.1 -122.3
9/9358.5- -11-5.7
979352. -11/.1

979366.3
979357.6
919351.2

-121.8
-113.1
-106.7

979365.0 - -121.5
- 919356.J

,-)7934-.).t -106.3

SIMPLE BOUGUEWPAGRAVLEY AEGULATI

AREA- TUCSON, ARIZONA,TEIT OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAMIEH
INSTRUMENT- LACOSTE AND RUMBERG )AÍU'- MEAN SEA L':VEL OATL-31 DECEMBER 65

b4SELINE FROF HICH LAI I TUDE CURRECT I UNS-ATRE -SPEEDWAY AVE

A -------14ttf_L- DEL I A DE L I A = üFRVt0 SI1411).
NO, DIAL CORR. BASI- GRAVITY

62

63

_722.59 0.01 -22.58 -23.65 979230.9

-21.74 0.01 -21.73 -22.76 979231.8

I. S IlvPLE L.- I t-S1NYL. LAI . THEORE f.--

bOUJ.0 L(IsA. GRAVITY

-0.059)6 -16 -/.)3 979352.,.¡

-0.06341 -167.5 919343.6
-0.06591 -2.-03 979336.1

BoUG.AN. CORR. BOUG.AN.

-121.9
-112.6

-0.05996 -159.7 -2.95 979353.3
-0.06341 -168.9 -2.95 919344.1
-0.06597 -175.7 -2.95 979337.3

-121.5
-112.3
-105.5



==-
LLT

NO. )IAL CORR. BASE MGAL GRAVITY 8.C.F
1--

b (JUG C

64 -21.40 0.01 -21.39 -22.40 :V7)232.2 -0.05996 -15.2
4

-4101AUPPTT 11).7

CtI<. GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CORR. BOUG.AN.

-2.)5 97935-i.8 -121.7
112.5

'

65 -20.68 C.01 -20.66 -21.64 979233.0 -0.05996 -157.8 -2.90 979355.3 -122.3
-0.06341 -166.91-2.90 979346.2 -113.2
-0.06591 7_113_1.7 2.90 979339.4 -106A5

-20.02 U.05--)96 -

-U*06341 -
-0.065)1

67_ -19.32 U.01 -19.31 -20.22 979234.4 -0.05996 -
lIT t..0&__441 -

0.0VM/

68 -18.56 0.01 -18.54 -19.42 979235.2 -0.05996 -

-0.06341 -
-0.0659/ -

-17.34 0.02 -17.32 -18.14-- -9-79236.-5 -0.05996 -

=

-0.06,397

70 -15.76 0.02 -15.14 -16.48 979238.1 -u.05996 -

-0.04,341 f-
C.065'47 =-

1.6 awL-341.3 - - -113.14x
172.5 1-2..)6 979340.6

155.9 -2.94 979357.1 -122.8
2.94 9/934.2 T -11 .

II - 979.341.5-

155.0 -2.94 979358.0 -122.9
163.9 -2.94 979349.1 -113.9
170.6 -2.4 9/9342.5 -107.1

15
1óL.
169.4

-)4 9793'3-4.1 -122.
979356.2 -113.4

44 979343.7 -107.2

'.-Pt 979360.3
-113.4161. 919351.6

.J4 9/945.0 -106.4

71 -13.87 0.02 -13.85 -14.50 979240.1 -0.05996 -
-0.06341 -

-0.06597 -

151.4
160.1
166.5

-2.94 979361.7 -121.6
-2.94 979353.0 -112.9
-2.'-)4 979346.5 -106.4

0.ü? -12.69 -----13.29 979241.3 -U.05796 -=-15j.6- -171.
-.A:4436341 --7-15'J.3 979353.7 ---- -112.4 -
-0.06597 -165.7 --.,_. i7 9/9347.3

73 -10.80 0.02 -10.78 -11.29 919243.3 -0.05996 -14 7 979363.4 -120.1
---t)6341 9 /9354.6 -111.5

74 -9.10 0.02

0=065'41 -9/9348.4 -105.1

-9.07 -9.50 979245.1 -u.05996 -148.9 -3.11 919364.0 -118.9
-0.06341 -157.4 -3.11 979355.4 -110.4
-0.06597 -163.8 -3.11 979349.1 -104.0

6.78 =7- 0.03 - -7.07 = -979247.5 -(.05996-___-14ri.? -2.14 /9364.`j,
-u4_06341 - I 5(') / 4 4 --979356.3
-u.06597 -163.0 -2.'4 979350.0

-108.
-102.5



SIMPLEBBUBEDEREGRAViTT L'O_CILATIO

AREA- TUCSON, ARIZONA,TE,T OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAMILH
INSTRUMENT- LACOSTE AND ROMBERG DATUM- MLAN SEA li-7VEL DATE-21 DECEMBER 69

8ASELINE FROM WHICH LATITUDE CORRECTIONS ARE_MADt--SPEEDWAY AVE

-10118.: S1RIL7 --SIMPLE20V46,--E DRIFT DELTA .1EYflediEitIrEIL_ SIMP. AAA.. THFORFT. . CCMPLETE
CoRR. BASE AVIY -gQU, \ .Ct1kR. bLUG.AN.

76 -24.81 -0.02

_-_-1-AWMUL

-24.89 -26.06 979228.5 -0.05996
-0.06341

-161.7
-171.0

-3.58 979350.7 -122.2
-3.58 3793/i1.4 -112.9

.

919230.c, :;_-,.0.05)96

-0.06341
-0.06597

974230.6===-0. C5996

-16J. 7
-170.0
-176.8

16j,-; . 1

-176.2

-158.0
-167.1

-151.1 -_
-166.6
-173.5

-24.57 -3.W214743"-

-23.96

-3.59 979342.4
-3.59 979335.6

-112.4
-105.5

979352.3 121.7Tar -22.85 -1hd),3 -22.e6 .
-112.4}

6597 9 H336.2 - -105.6

79 -22.20 -0.03 -22.23 -23.28 979231.3 -0.05996
-5.06341
-u.n65-41

-3.58 919354.4
-1.58 979345.3

-123.1
-114.0

979338.6 -107.3

-479232.7-80 -21.34 - -0.03 - 0_4605996 -3.46 ---9 /9354.9 -122.6-
-0.06341
-0.06597

-3.46 979345.8
-3.46 979339.1

-113.6
-106.8

81 -21.05 -0.04 -_-----2 .e9 -7Z.09 W92-37.4) ,_-_-U.C5996 -157.1 -
-166.1

-150.7
-159.3

_ 1179355.4
-979346.4-0.06341 : 1138

0.06-i>97 919334.6 -ii± -107.1

82 -11.09 -0.05 -11.13 -11.66 979242.9 -0.05996
-0.06341

- 3.53 979361.
19353.1

3.53_ 9 /9346./
-118.9
-110.2

-9.71 96 14.3 - 3.53 979363.1
-0.06341
-0.06597

-157.9
-164.3

-157.A
-163.-

-3.53 979354.5
-3.5.3 979348.1

-110.2
-103.8

84 97924,6,0 9 /9363.- -11 1.6
-0.06341 -)19
-.063-)/ 9 /9348./ . 7

SIMPLE bOUGUER GRAVITY uALCI

AREA- TUCSON, ARIZONA,TE OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAMIEH
INSTRUMENT- LACOSTE AND ROMBERG DATUM-MEAN SEA LEVEL DATE-05 JAN. 66

bASEL1NE FROM WHICH LATITUDE CORRECTIONS ARE MAOL-SPLEDWAY AVE

ST A DELTA DR IFT -J-±11- DELTA DEL TA -7- OBSERVED
N(J DIAL= CORR . BASE. MGAL GRAvI TY

65 -12.36 -0.02 -12.37 -12.96 979241.6

SIMP.
C F

-0.05996
-0.06341

S I MPI_ THEOR-E:T.
BOU.C- R AV I TY

-152.3 -0.02 979363.7
-161.0 -0.02 979355.0

Ji S I MDL TFR-f---1111._ T E

-122.1
-113.3



NO.

- - - -

--
DIAL CORR.

SPSE3 5.72MEt.

BASE MGAL

-0.02 -14.U4--111.147WID

87 -19.37 -0.03 -19.40 -20.31

-ei-- -17.66 -0.04 -17.70 -18.54

ti05== -16.u6 -16.82

90 -17.20 -0.05 -17.25 -18.07

91 -18.45 -0.06 -18.51 -19.38

-17.13 C 07 -17.19 ==--

93 -16.82 -0.08 -16.89 -17.69

94 -13.63 -0.08 -13.71 -14.36

-0.09 -12.29,1*--12.88

96 -14.95 -0.09 -15.04 -15.75

-F

GRAVITY 8.C.1

-0.06597

BOUG.0

-161.5

C0101.

-0.02

GRAVITY

979348.5

8000.AN. CORR. t',OUG.AN.

-106.8

= 979362.3 ----- -122.4 -
-06341 -161.9±=j

-16L-4

-15o.H
165.8-:1

-17c:

-0.59

-2.40
=-1-

9/9353.5
979347.0

97956.8
979 .141.h
979441.1

-113.6

979234.

-u.06597

-0,45996
-0.06341
-u.i.J6-..kk41

-107.1

979236.1 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-155.9
-164.8
-171.5

-1.14
-1.74
-1.74

979358.4
979349.4
919342.8

-122.3
-113.4
-106.7

979237 =
-G.04341

-11)D. L
-164t

.)79
97-9350. ei
9/9344.1

9/9359.4
919350.5

1.

-1.20

-1.23

-1.23
-

-=

-=

-171. ---113.

979236.5

-0.06591

-0.05996
-U.06341

-17J.7

-155.3 -122.9
- -114

-17J.9--0.06597

979235.? -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-156.2
-165.2
-171.9

-1.73
-1.73
-1.73

919358.0
979349.0
979342.4

-122.8
-113.8
-101.2

-1.85

-1.13
-1.18
-1.18

919344.0

979159')
979351.3
9/9344.4

--979236.6 ------0.05q96
-0.06341-

-170.2

-154.i
-163.R
-17J.4=

979236.9

-0.06597

-0.05996
----114.1

-131.4

-i23.0

f'

979240.2 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-15Ì.4
-161.2
-167.7

-0.59
-0.59
-0.59

979363.0
979354.2
979347.7

-122.7
-114.0
-101.5

41 '4241
-0.06341- -16i.4

979238.8 -0.05996

-167.9

-154.1

-0.o3

-0.59
17

979348.1

979361.4
979352.5
9793459

-106.

-122.9
-.0.0634t= -162.

- 6 .:4,5=f

-113.7
-101.1 -



AREA- TUCSON, ARIZONA,TN OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJOIEH
INSTMRUMENT- LACOSTE AND ROMBERG DATUM - MEAN SEA LEVEL DATE-17 FEBRUAKY 66

BASELINE FROM isHI_Q__H_LAFIEUDE CORKECTIONS ARE MADt-S_PLEDWAY AVE_

DELTASTA. =-_ DELTA --1-DRIFT DELTA= CBSERVFO= IMPL:,! --,t-AT-__THEORET. SIMPLE= -11CIEW.WIFF7n-ru.awkElwl-----17,
---NO. DIAL --:=74-.014 _LI-7- BASE = GRAVITY

979259.4

P.C.F BOUt-..0 t-GPttt= GRAVITY BoUG.A4--- 4

-0.05996 -143.3 0.00 9/9372.7 -113.3
-0.06341 -151.6 0.00 979364.4 -105.0_

97 4.62 -0.01 4.61 4.83

0.065/91 -15/.7-'1! 0.00=9/9358.i
,

--0.051996_ -u.'),61- 979573.0 -113.3T-

979257.7

_7-144.4

-0.06341 -150.6 -G.56 9/9364.8 -105.1
-0.06597 -156.7 -3.56 979358.7 -99.1

---00 --- 294 E=4==-.05996- 143.1 -1.20_ 9793/1.7- -11.4.0
-

41 i -1./0 -9/9363.5.3

v . 06 9/ -TI .4 -1.2,9- 979357.4-- -99.77-_:-

100 1.53 -C.01 1.52 1.59 979256.2 -0.05996 -144.1 -I.n4 979370.1 -113.9
-0.06341 -152.4 -1.c,4 919361.8 -105.6_
-0.065497 -158.6 - 1.84=-9-79355.6 F--1:1,---

979255.5

979254.8

-u05996 7II-0.02 --_- 0.82 _77-1.44.5

-0.06341 -152.8 -2.35 979360.8 -105.3
-0.06597 -159.0 -2.35 979354.6 -99.2

AW1,====4-0.02 -0.1359-36 -)4

-11.06341 i.6 -979359.4 _

06597 i4

103 0.64 -0.02 0.62 0.65 979255.2 -0.05996 -145.9 -3.53 979366.6 -111.3
-0.06341 -154.3 -3.53 919358.2 -102.9

---,a-06597 -7160,5

179253.1) --(55996 -146. 919365.1 - -112. T-T
-0.06341 -155.2 -3.53 919351.2 -104.3
-0.06597 -161.5 -3.53 979351.0 -98.0

105--- -4.6 979241ii8 -0.1359196 -147.6 3.53 979364.8 -115.12=7-
-0.06341 -156.1 -3..53_ 9/9356.3 -106.6$_ _

-0.06597 -162.4 -3.53t 919350.G

106 -15.09 -0.03 -15.11 -15.83 979238.8 -0.05996 -151.9 -3.69 9/9360.4 -121.7
-0.06341 -16u.6 -3.69 919351.1 -112.1
-0.06597 16i.1 -3g;L-- 979345.22 -106.4T-

-0.03---16.38 _179237.4

_--f--479238.

770egif49-152.6-777,- -3.53 -Lif 979359.9 -1 22 as
-0.06341 -161.4 -3.53 919351.1 -113.6
-0.06597 -167.9 -3.53 979344.6 -107.1

-0.05996 -152.1 3.23 9/9360.6 --0.04 5.63
-0.06341 -3.23 979351.9i-1-_--?-16u.9

-.#.06531 16i.4 -3.23 -7)719345.4 106.6-F:

109 -16.52 -0.04 -16.55 -17.34 919237.3 -0.05996 -153.1 -3.23 979359.7 -122.4



-136.4 i - 4.12 979381.3 -112.5
-156.9 4.12 979373.3

4.12 979367.3-z- -

5.34 979375.1 - -198.4
.34 979366.7 -99.3

,:.34 979360.4 --------= -93.6

63
DEL TA flk IF T DELTA

NO. DIAL CUR. BASE MGAL
rra lee .1

GRAVITY B.C.F BOUG.0 COR!,t.

-0.06341 -161.9

-11.98 ti 3 '4792

GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CURR. BOUG.AN.

-3.23 979350.9
grEnMialUFE

-113.-
-107.1

1531----iia3 7=147g-354,01-_-_.=

-0.06341 -162.6 -3.23 979350.1 -114.4
-0.06597 -169.2 -3.23 979343.6 -107.8

131 0.G4 -19.41_ _20.33 --=1 37923444 --0.05996 -3./3 97931-37.4 123.1
-0.06341 -164.4 -3.23 i91934H.L. -114.1
-0.06_547 -171.0 -3.23 -- 9341.8 =

SIMPLt HOUGUI-R GRAVITY CALCti4TION

AREA- TUCSON, AR1ZONA,TN,C
INSTRUMENT- LACOSTE AND ROMBERG

CBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJAV1EH
.DATUM- MFAN SEA 1 'vEL DATE-23 FEBRUARY 66

BASELINE FROM WHICH LATITUDE CCRRECTICNS

-STA. - DELTA
=DIAL

10.64

DRIFT
=CORR.

DELTA
- BASE

-'7=-:= DELTA

- MGAL
___4113SERVED S1MP. _

NO.==

11.2

iE GRAVITY B.C.F

979265.7
-0.06341

-0.00 10.64

-O-659T-

113 - 12.04

13.56

-0.01

-0.01

12.03

13.55

979267.2 -C.05996
-0.06341
-0.06591

979268.E5 -0.05996

f--,---L7_12.60

14.13
-0.06341
-0.06591

115 16.86 16.85 17.65 979272.2 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

11._40 14.03 979268.-6----1*0.45"3 96

-0.06341
-0.06597

117Z: 11=.-6-4 -0.01 -11.63 -12.-111 -979266.s -0.05-496
-0.06341

- -0.46597

118 11.28 -0.01 11.27 11.80 979266.4 -0.05996
-0.06341

119-
-0.06547

9.97 979264.6 -(1i-705996

-0.06341
-0.06597

ARE MADt-Y11-FOWAY AVE

SIARL.- LAT. THEfIRFT. - =4TRR. comPt.hru
isOUG,..C= LO -s-(. GRAVITY -1aMati**----AMKR. WOUG.AN.

-13).7
-147.(_
-153.7

2.94 979379.2

-

2.94 979371 2
2V479365.?

-134.2
-147._
-153.2

3.53
3.53
3.53

979380.3 -113.1
979372.3 -105.1
979366.3 -99.1

-138.6 4.99 919382.4 -110.1
-146.6 4.99 979374.4 -112.1
-152.5 4.94-- 979363.5 -96.7

-14_3.5
-151.7
-157.8

-155.7
-162.0

-14).3
-157.)
-164.3

_

-152.0 =if

-160.1
-161.2

J.15- 979378.3 -109.7
1).0 979370.0 -101.4
5.75 979363.9 -95.3

b.-Pi 979373.6 -107.3
u.')5 979365.1 -93.7
6.j5 974358.7 _I-- -32.3

979371.9 =-_=_ -107.3
7.85 979363.1 -98.6
7.85 979356.7 -92.1



:LsHi -DELTA LT 331 e:rie TiELF2 1411)4CET'._
11.

12

Is, I Al.

4.80

CORR.

-0.02

BASE

9.78

MGM_

10.25

GRAVITY

979264.8 -0.05996

BOUG.0

-152.

CORR. GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CORR. 6OUG.AN.

8.24 91)371. -107.1
341 - 161.1 - ? Yj.

.0(')9/ 91.

121 7.69 -0.02 7.67 8.03 979262.6 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-153.4
-162.3
-168.8

9.42 979372.0
9.42 979363.1
9.42 979356.6

-109.3
-100.5
-94.0

6.19 -Q.OZ 6.17 = 6.46 9 I -151.)
-16J
-161.1.

-152.3
-161.1
-16 7.6

-13/
-14
-I 5 .

-138.3

9(9374.7=71f-.05990 ,C.614=7:

-0.4341341 u.69193ôb.0 -104.9-

123 4.20 -C.02 4.18 4.37

-0.065 ) /

979259.0 -0.05996

10.60 979359.5

11.21 979375.1

-)8.4

-116.1
11.21 919366.3
11.21 -979359.8=7 1-100.4

124 6.77 -0.03 6.14 7.06 979261.7 -0.05)96
-0.06341
-0.06597

10.01 919373.1
10.01 979364.9
1C.1 979358.4

-112.0
-103.3
-96.8

15.33 16.06 9792.73. .05-996 --15.36 _979381.0
-0.0_6-4.4 2.3D-1_4979373.1

-)

126 13.93 -0.03 13.90
-- ----

14.56

-0.06597

979269.2 -:).05996

2..3.) 9(9361.3

6.35 97)383.0

--1'296.56

-110.9
-- - --146.3f-L

--152.2.-
2.55---97937?.1-0.06341 -10?-9

-0.06597 2.35- 9/9366.2

127 12.07 -0.03 12.04 12.61 979267.2 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-139.7
-147.7
-153.7

2.94 979379.2
2.94 979311.2
2.94 979365.2

-112.0
-104.0
-98.0

ST A

128

129

SIMPLE 80UGUER GRAVITY CALCULATION

ARLA- TUCSON, ARIZONA,T MUHA'vmAu ABUAJAt'it-H
INSTRUMENT- LACOSTE AND ROMBERG DATUM-- MFAN4----St-AktIEVEL uAT--2s FEBR:!AKY 66

BASELINE Fikilt1 WHICH LATITUDE CURRECTIONS ARE iviA0 -SPEEDWAY AVE

DELTA DRIFT DELTA DELTA OBSERVED
DIAL CORR. BASE PGAL GRAVITY

8-46 iTU.ÛQ - 8.86 97923.5

SIMP. SIMPL. LAT.
B.C.F BOUG.0 CORQ.

-0.C5996
-0.06341
-0.0659/

9.15 -6.00 9.15 9.58 979264.2 -U.05996
0.06341

-0.06591

17.

130

1. 24

- t54.5 -1.24

-141.1
-149.
- I 5.) 3

-1.28

-- 28

THEURET. SIMPLE TERR. COMPLETE
GRAVITY BOnG. AN. CORR. BOUG. AN.

979374.3
979366.3 --117.1
979360.3 -96.8

979373.6
9 /9365.4
979359.4

-109.4
1 )1.3
-95.

7.77 -0.00 7.77 8.13 979262.7 -0.05996 -143.5 -3.53
-0.06341 -151.7 -3.53
-0.06597 -157.9 -3.53

979369.0
979360.7
979354.6

-106.2
-98.0
-91.9



NO.
DELTA DELTA -

DIAL CORR. BASE MGAL GRAVITY B.C.F

131 6.47 -0.00 6.47 6.77 979261.4 -0.05996
-0.06341
.-1.06591

132 4.00 -0.00 3.99 4.18 979258.8 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

0.00 1.25 -- 1.3J 979255.9

979253.8

-0.05996-----_-_ 1.25
-0-.4a6341
-0.06597

-0.05996134 -0.79 -0.01 -0.80 -0.83
-0.06341
-0.065:41

135 -3.31 -0.01 -3.32 -3.47 979251.1 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-4)6341
979247.6-70.059#6

137 -10.60 -0.01 -10.61 -11.11 979243.5

-0.06597

-0.05996
.06341

-0.06597

138 -12.74 -0.01 -12.74 -13.35 979241.3 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06591

'4311W:==157.11)==="0-11W17-15.77 979/3dia-ti.05996

_140 -11.50 -0.01 -17.50 -18.33 979236.3

_XL.06341
-0.06597

-0.05996
0.06341

-u.06547

141 -20.39 -0.01 -20.40 -21.36 9/9233.2 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

BOUG.c CORR.

-143.0'

=-1

-3.78

GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CORR. LiOUG.AN.

97') 459.z.
3-1)361.0-
79354.9

-144.0
-152.3
-158.5

-3.53
-3.53
-3.53

-
-93.5

979368.4 -109.7
979360.1 -101.4
9/9354.0 -95.2

--15
-16O.

-4.1! 379365.2 -109.3
9/9356.8 -1041E.1

-4.71 979350.6 -94.7

-146./ -5.1 919364.0 -110.3
9/9355.6 -101.A

-161.4 il 71 979349.3

-147.6-i-5.89 979362.5 -111.4
-156.1 1-5.89 979354.0 -102.9
-162.4 -'3.89 919347.7 -96.6

-411-43
-151.).8
-163.2 -b.48

-148.8 -/-,6
-157.4
-163.1 - 7.06

979361.2 -113.6
979352.7 -105.1
979346.3 -98.8

919360.1 -116.6
9/9351.5 -108.1
979345.2 -101.7

-149.4 -7.6/ 979358.9 -117.7
-158.0 -7.67 979350.3 -109.1
-164.4 -1.67 979343.9 -102.7

-1500
-15u.7
-165.1

-1ht., .3

153.3
162.
I6d

919357.7
24 979349.1 717-111.0

-8.24 919342.1 -104.6

j-8.82 979356.9 -120.6
- 974346.2 -112.tJ

419341.8

-9.42 979353.3 -120.0
-9.42 979344.4 -111.2
-9.42 919337.9 -104.7



EZ.E " E El El r, Eel ELZ-Va-EYEIR. "ma

AREA- TUCSON, ARIZONAITITE OBSERVER- MUHAMMAD ABUAJOILH
INSTRUMENT- LACOSIL AND ROMBERG DATUM- MEAN SrA ILVEL DATE-25 FEBRUARY 66

BASELINE FROM WHICH LATITUDE CORRECTIONS .^,,;17. MADU-SPEEDWAY Avt

DELTA DRIFT --DLLTA LT
DIAL CORR. BASF -----KGAL

142 -34.29 0.01

_ -31.40 0.01

14-4----29.15 -43 01

145 -26.53 0.02

-_-- - 24.42 = .(; 2

0.02

148 -20.07 0.02

-TiiC3S ER VUEL S I Iv . I T E (F(FT. -_rat L

--GRAVITY RAVITY=It-WIBUG744-4.11eRIR--i--7_attiG.AN.

-34.28 -35.90 979218.7 -0.05996 -156.3 -9.42 979350.2 -131.5
-0.06341 -165.3 -9.42 979341.2 -122
_A-3. 597 -1/2 ==79-34.6 -

-31.39 -32.88 979221.1 -0.05996 919351.
-0.06341 -8.82 9/9342.0 -12j.3
-0.06597 -171.; -8.82 979335.3 -113.6

-=-30.52 == 97)224.1 -0.05996 -156-2.4 9 7,?351.3 -127.7
-11.06341 -16). 9/4342.
-u.0659/ -17z- -3.,)4 9(-9_335.6 -111.6

-26.51 -27.71 979226.8 -0.05996 -155.6 ,./i 979352.7 -125.9
-0.06341 -164.5 (.71 979343.7 -116.)

065 47 -171.2 /.71 9/9337.1 -110.1

24.40 -25.56 71-22-------0.05496 - 97935.1.9 ;12-4-cT
-0.06341 -163.9 -7.06 979345.0 -116.0
-0.06597 -170.5 -7.06 919338.4 -109.4

-23.09 423 5 -0.05g96-22.04 -154.3-- 6.33-- _4979355. -123.
-6.06341 -163.2 = 979346.5 - -115.)

.06597 -169.T= -b.33 979339.9:- -

-20.05 -21.00 979233.6 -0.05496 -153.2 -5.89 919356.9 -123.3
-0.06341 -162.0 -5.69 9/9343.1 -114.5
-0.06591 -1.--.b9 t-9(9341.6

1 f 479235.8- -41.05-1q6 -153 . - 9 f 9357 . -12L.
-0.06341 -161.8 - .).15 979349.0 3.2
-0.06597 -168.4 -5.15 979342.5 -106.7

-16.08 -16.84 -6.059)6 -152.r--7=±-4.11 9/9359.2 -121.1.__ _97_9237..8
-16u.9,;-4.11 - 9/9350.4-.0.-06341 -112.1

6597 16/.4 --4-.Ell - 919343.9 -106.2

-13.83 -14.48 979240.1 -0.05996 -151.4 -4.12 979360.5 -120.4
-0.06341 -16t,. -4.12 479351.b -111.6
-0.06-J9/ -166.6 -4.12=f 979345.3 1.)5.2

-12.90 .4r4241.1---0.05996 -150 _ -3.65-= 979361.4 -
-0.06341 -154.6 -3.65 9/9352.7 -111.7
-0.06597 -166.0 -3.65 979346.3 -105.2

-25.03 -26.22 97922-8.6 05996 -161-. "O 6
_ _ _ _ _06341 ....3.53-=-1-1 979341.3 -112.9

-0...L659/ -173.

-23.58 -24.69 979229.9 -0.05996 -159.9 -).53 9V)352.) -122.7

149 -17.94 0.02 -

.-----1-1w====,16.1 .02
:7---______

151 -13.85 0.02

-7-12.93 ______C.03

153====.-=1-4149F-Mt=6.-.03
_

154 -23.61 0.03



--- DRIFT DEL "T i DEW_ - AIi
o. DIAL BASt: MGAL GRAVITY B.C.F HOUGC CORR.

974223.5

--34.53

157 -36.02 0.04 -35.98

-31*_22--1-5-0 -32.21 --0.05

159 -78.60 -78.55

160 -25.62 0.05 -25.56

-23.35161 0.05 -23.30

-36.12 97'4218.5

-37.68 979216.9

=
=- 3.75 47-4220.4

__W4G. 919224.1

-26.77 979227.8

-24.40 =979230.2

-

GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CCRR. BOUG.AN.

-0.06341 -,b).1 -3.)3 919343.4 -113.5
-YMin-l= -1016E.

-0.0594- 919346.2 - -172.6
-0.06341 -175.9 -3.53 919336.6 -11.3.1
-0.06597 -183.0 -3.53 979329.5 -106.0

-(i.05996 979 i44,;.1

-3.03_
_-_

9=0.'36341 -18.?.? /9310.2 -111.7
-0.06597 -184.6 Flit= 919322.9 -104.4

-0.05996 -175.8 -3.58 979336.6 -119.7
-0.06341 -185.9 -3.56 979326.5 -109.6

---0.06591 -193.4- _ 979319.0-177---_-102.1.

- -115.1
-0.06341 -16o.6 -3t.53 979325.6 -105.0
-0.06597 -194.1 -3.53 979318.3 -97.5

-1.18 -119 /9344.9 - -120.?
-0.06341 -----1. 7). I t9335. I -- -110.4:19

=-U. 06J97 -1I .0 -1.18 9.79327.9 -133.2

-0.05996 -164./ -1.18 919350.2 -122.3
-0.06341 -114,1 -1.18 979340.7 -112.3

-181.,-) -1.18---974-333.7 -105.8

-u.05936 -162. -1.18 - 979352.9 --
-0.06341 -171.3 -1.16 979343.5 -113.4
-0.065)/ -178.2 -1.18 979336.6 -106.4

S1mPLE H2OUGUER GRAVITY CALCULATION

AREA- TUCSON, ARI/LNAITI,SC OBSERVER- MUHAMmAD ABUAJAPIFH
INSTRUNT- LACOSTF ANO ROM6Eti- - DATUM-= rt4N vL - 0ATE-26_7-FEBR1EAR Y 66-

BASELINE FROM WHICH LATIlUDE CORRECTI04S f AREEDWAY AVE -

---
STA. DELTA DRIFI DELTA DELTA LdSERVED SIP. SIMPL. LAI.
NO. DIAL CORR. BASE MGAL GRAVITY 3.C.F BOUGC CORR.

THEORT. SIMPLL TERR. COMPLEIE
GRAVITY BOUG.AN. CORR. BOUG.AN.

97-4252.31627-=---41=2.16-- C.01 - -2.15 -2.25 i± -0.05996- -145.6- 2.05 =379377-.-4

-0.06341 -154.0-71±-_- 979364.0 ___ -111.7
-u.06597 979357.8

163 -2.56 0.01 -2.55 -2.67 979251.9 -0.05946 -14b.5 979371.6 -119.6
-0.66341 -154.9 2.5 919363.1 -111.2
-(1.06597 -161.2= 919356.9 -105.9

6 -C.02 -9.66 979?44 9 979360.1 -31111E-0.05996
-0.06341

-15.3.If
-161.4 2.35 979350.9 -106.0

-0.06597 -174.2 2.35 979344.2 -99,2



STA.---1 -DELTA --.1)RIFT
CORR.

0 v2

Eilm-.! T B '4131 AI1EOKET
NO. DIAL

165 _-9.28
BASE

-9.26

MGM_

-9.6',/

GRAVITY

979244.9 -0.05996

bOu).0

-1 ,,.
-1

CORR.

.24

GRAVIFY BOUG.AN. CORR.

919363.2 -118.3
441 . -111 . 4-

-7 _4__Txjav___ -102.8

166- -4.27 0.03 -4.24 -4.44 979250.2 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-150.5
-159.2
-1,)).6

1.11
1.17
1.1/

4/9367.3
"419358.6
)19352.2

-117.1
-108.5
-102.0

379377.9
91.4369.6
919363.7

9(9373.6

ari. 7.-51 979262.1 ===-0.05996 s,531t1--- -115.8
-14')

-155.8

-146.9
-1)5.4=
-161.6 t-±

0.0
0.0
0.0

168 5.23 0.04 5.27 5.52

- - -

979260.1

-0.06597

-0.05996

3.53

4,49

-111.6

-113.6
-0.06341 ,#.474---479365.1

-98.7-u.0659/
0,00
0.00
0.00

979516.0
919516.0
979516.0

976195.4 -0.05996
-0.06341
-0.06597

-2920.72 -0.14-2920.86-3059.17 -3320.6
-3320.6
-3320.6

MA'- le PEST 63336/63292 LEVEL 4-65121

3OUG.AN.
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